Licensed Harvest

Licensed hunters (Resident and Non-Resident):
- restricted to 2 bulls
- required to report their harvest by law

Total licensed harvest 2013/14 = 81 bulls
- Resident: 49
- Non-Resident: 30
- Special Guided: 2

Consultation on removal of “Dempster corridor” and “Leaders Pass” regulations
PCH research and monitoring

- Assisting Yukon harvesters with PCH harvest database
- Computer population model complete (awaiting new data – harvest and population)
- Body Condition Monitoring and sample collection with PCH hunters in Old Crow
- Forty Mile/Hart River Caribou Monitoring and Communication
Hunter Education

- Officers patrolled the Dempster 30 days
- Check station south Dempster Fall 2013
- Review Hunter Education Documents
- Contributed to TH’s First Hunt program
Any questions?